Cleaning your mask
To ensure continuing safety and comfort for your FlexiFitTM HC407 Mask:
Before each use:
Inspect the mask for deterioration. Do not use if aged or damaged.
After each use:
1. Disassemble the Silicone Seal (C) , Foam Cushion (D) and the headgear (H) from the Mask
Base (A).
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2. Wash the Silicone Seal and Mask Base in warm soapy water then rinse in fresh water.
3. Wipe the Foam cushion with a damp cloth. (Do not immerse the Foam Cushion in water).
4. Leave all parts to dry out of direct sun light before reassembling.
Every 7 days:
1. Hand wash the Stretchgear™ headgear (H) in lukewarm water using a mild detergent.
Allow to air dry out of direct sun light.
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Caution
Do not wash the mask in dishwasher.
Do not clean the mask with alcohol, chlorine or bleach.
Do not store the mask in direct sunlight.
The above actions may deteriorate or damage the mask and shorten its life. If your
FlexiFitTM HC407 weakens or cracks, seek replacement immediately.
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Assembling your mask
Your FlexiFitTM HC407 Mask is fully assembled and ready to use. However, when you need to
clean your mask follow these instructions for reassembly.
1. Place Silicone Seal (C) face down onto flat surface. With thick side of Foam Cushion (D)
facing down, place into Silicon Seal.
2. Starting with the slot at the apex of the Silicone Seal, assemble onto Mask Base (A). Push
firmly together.
3. Lay the Stretchgear™ headgear (H) flat with the loop side down. Position the assembled
mask over the headgear and attach the four straps into the corresponding slots in the
Forehead Rest (F) and the GliderTM Strap (E). This can be done without undoing the VelcroTM
tabs, by sliding the headgear into the slots.

